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Chapter 1 : Flushed Away: Heroes, Henchrats & Hooligans by FIONA SIMPSON | Scholastic
Want to know who's who in the sewers of London? Well, they're all here: Roddy, Rita, The Toad, Le Frog, and many
more. Learn their likes and dislikes, their amb.

Role When Roddy was flushed down the toilet, he met an old sailor rat, called Captain Peg Leg, who told him
the captain of the Jammy Dodger Rita might be able to help him get home. When Roddy found the Jammy
Dodger in a dock he went on board, seeking help. Rita and Roddy got off on the wrong foot. Mr, Captain,
skipper, thingy! After asking Roddy what he was doing on her boat she relised she was being followed. When
Rita tried to hide, she angrily told Roddy to be quiet. Roddy obliged and unknown to him reasted his elbow on
on the horn. The loud sound gave them away and Rita called him an idiot. He sepped back into a bucket,
tripped and pulled on the horn again then fell over board saying "Sorry, sorry sorrrrrrry! Roddy sighed in relief
and thanked her. She glared at him and said "You little snitch! Spike picked it up, told Whitey to let go of
Roddy and thanked Roddy for getting the jewel. Roddy accidentally angered the Toad by saying the collection
was amusing. Outraged at both Rita and Roddy the Toad tried to have them frozen but Rita and Roddy
managed to escape the freezer. Rita stole the Toads master cable to use it to zipline away. She attempted to
desert Roddy but Roddy jumped after her and caught her belt as she ziplined away. They landed quite high off
the ground and Rita used the cable as a belt. Roddy tried to get down as well but slipped and on the the way
down he landed on a hammer, a boot, a crowbar and then landed, on his stomach, on the ground. He stood up
and then was hit in the privates with a fooball. He chased after Rita and found her on her boat. He jumped on
to her boat off a brige but that caused te boat to rock. Rita crashed into him and the ruby was lanched into the
air again. Some kind off rat boomerang! Give me back my ruby! She begged him to be careful and that the
ruby meant a lot to her. Roddy inspected it, then told her it was a fake. Rita lives for the moment and believes
that taking chances is an essential part of life. Malone, had 36 kids by the time that she was 10 months old.
Rita has flaming red hair and green emerald eyes. Rita suffers from hay-fever, and sneezes frequently when
near pollen.
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Heroes, Henchrats & Hooligans (Flushed Away) [Fiona Simpson] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. From the creators of Shrek and Wallace & Gromit comes a madcap animated comedy set on and beneath the
streets of London.

When Rita takes back a ruby the Toad stole from her, Whitey, Spike, and the other henchrats arrive to take it
back. Despite her attempts to cloak her ship, the Jammy Dodger , a rat on board her ship named Roddy set off
an alarm. The henchrats subdue the two rats and, with a failed interrogation by Spike and an extensive search
throughout the ship, are unable to find the location of the ruby. After Roddy meets the Toad, the amphibian
gives Roddy a tour of his prized collection of objects he found in the sewer. Whitey and Spike are sent inside
the Icemaker to secure Roddy and Rita inside a glass case where liquid nitrogen would be fired inside to freeze
them. However, Whitey shows Spike that he brought his mittens which sends Spike into a tantrum about how
he should have the mittens. As the two wrestle for the mittens, Roddy and Rita break free from the chains
holding them together using a paperclip and manage to get Whitey and Spike inside the case instead before
escaping, freezing the two henchrats instead. Although Spike gives a suggestion to keep their legs straight
before hitting the water, Whitey lands safely in the river while his partner crashes onto the pavement next to it.
The two continue to pursue Roddy but the rat manages to escape when he jumps off a bridge and lands onto
the Jammy Dodger. Later on, the two uncover shards of the ruby in the river, following its destruction in the
hands of Roddy, and hand it over to the Toad, who then reveals that the ruby is not a priority and that he wants
the master cable Rita stole instead for his plan. Planning to pursue the Jammy Dodger, Spike announces to his
fellow henchrats to get to the Ratmobiles , which turn out to be a bunch of hand mixers, a mousetrap with a
motor, and a toaster which electrocutes its owner during the chase. However, the ship speeds up, causing
Spike to fly backwards, crashing into multiple sewer pipes and objects on the way back and finally slamming
back onto the mousetrap, puncturing a hole in it and causing the two to sink. The two are then scolded by the
Toad at their second failure to apprehend Roddy and Rita. The Toad then puts the mission into more capable
hands while Whitey and Spike attempt to make it up to the Toad by finding replacements for the cable. After a
while, Whitey and Spike manage to capture Rita and tie her up in front of the floodgates while the Toad
regains the master cable. However, Roddy manages to save Rita by riding a fan with a balloon but gets shot
down by the Toad, who uses a stapler. With the pair subdued, the Toad reveals his plan to everyone to unleash
the floodgates onto the citizens of Ratropolis using the master cable while they watch the World Cup Finals in
the main square, therefore fulfilling his plan on amphibian domination. Busting a nearby liquid nitrogen tube,
Roddy and Rita keep the henchrats distracted while they attempt to stop the Toad. Getting knocked into one of
the nearby tadpole jars, Spike tries desperately not to be chewed up by the tadpoles while Whitey rushes to
save him but to no avail as the dim-witted rat continues to run on a frozen slab on the floor. When the Toad
and Le Frog are defeated, Roddy uses the liquid nitrogen tubes to freeze the incoming wave unleashed by the
floodgates and is honored as a hero. During the celebration as Roddy and Rita leave aboard the Jammy Dodger
II , Whitey states how much he loves happy endings while Spike argues the opposite before being hit into a
rupturing wine bottle, which sprays the rat forward and causes him to crash into a nearby wall. Whitey then
asks if Spike is happy now. Despite being cornered when she attempts to escape, Rita manages to escape by
attaching her bungie cord to a window on the roof and the force causes her to shoot forward and smash
through the window, successfully escaping the two. The duo, along with the henchrats, then pursue Rita and
her new partner Roddy through the streets and eventually in the rivers of Ratropolis but are eventually brought
down. They are not seen again after that. Trivia Spike is sometimes thought to be the secondary antagonist of
the film. Spike is sometimes argued to be reformed but he did not reform.
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Buy a cheap copy of Heroes, Henchrats & Hooligans (Flushed book by DreamWorks. From the creators of Shrek and
Wallace & Gromit comes a madcap animated comedy set on and beneath the streets of www.nxgvision.com story of a
pampered, uptown rat named.

His plan will take action in 3 days. This is actually my very first story I have ever written in my whole life and
I just want all of you who read this can understand and enjoy it. But some of the characters are owned by me:
Going on Vacation The story starts under the English streets. Yes, the London sewers. Remember the last
scene of the movie where Ratropolis almost met their doom. After the incident, the Toad disappeared. No one
has seen him since. Except his henchrats are still wandering around the city but they are not causing any
trouble. As for Le Frog, he went back to France with his henchfrogs. Where is the Toad? In the floodgate
control, the Toad is talking to his French cousin Le Frog on his cellular phone. Le Frog was disgust by the
acting made by his cousin. The Toad walked around his room back and forth, he impatiently waited for his
cousin to come, but three days is a long time for him. Spike twitches as he approaches the large toad. Then we
should take a vacation while we wait. The Toad took out his clothes and put them in his suitcase. Spike
approach to him and helped him carry his suitcase and brought it down to the boat. Uncle Spike will be taking
care of you! I love it when Spike screams! Chapter 2 will be up soon! Your review has been posted.
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Flushed Away: Heroes, Henchrats and Hooligans + Add to Wishlist The story of a pampered, uptown rat named Roddy
who is flushed down the toilet in his penthouse apartment and ends up in the London sewers.

Finally I made chapter3! Babysitting In the Floodgate control, all is quite as if it was abandon, until now. Ever
since the Toad left a few hours ago and leaving Spike, Whitey and the other henchrats to baby-sit his little
tadpoles, there have been a lot of screaming, crying, and whining. Spike goes to the kitchen to get the fish
food in the cupboard. It was too high for Spike so he took a ladder and climbs up to get it, while Whitey holds
it steady to keep its balance. Spike reaches out for it and grabs the can with his two hands, but then one of the
henchrats with a thimble on his nose calls out for Whitey. Whitey has completely forgotten about Spike. He
went to Spike after he cries out for him. Whitey then went to Thimblenose Ted to help out Fat Barry, while
Spike carries the can and approaches the jar with the tadpoles in it. He climbs up using a riser beside the jar
and takes out the pellet fish food from the can and stretches out his hand above the jar. Then Ladykiller, a rat
who wears a pair of sunglasses out of negative of a photograph and a matchstick on his mouth, approaches
Spike with a cellular phone. Spike is still in pain after the tadpoles bit him. He took the phone from Ladykiller
and talked to the Toad. Whitey was with the tadpoles feeding them wearing a pink apron with a white heart
design, that matches his mittens, in the middle of it. After that he went to Spike. Spike gave Whitey a twitchy
wink to play along. I see" Whitey gets the point. He went to the tadpoles and began to sing them a lullaby. It
was a pile of posters and they were written: Then Spike turn to the phone. Then Spike called out for Ladykiller
and Fat Barry to help rewrite the posters. They took out three feathers and ink for them to write. After few
hours of rewriting thousand of posters, they piled up the posters and put them inside the box. Spike brought
the box and went to Whitey. Spike then notices what Whitey is wearing that annoyed him. Then the rat with a
thimble on his nose approaches to them. He then pushes the forward button and it took off like lightning.
Spike kept the box secure by holding it around his arms and on their way to the city to deliver the posters that
night. Your review has been posted.
Chapter 5 : Rita Malone | Heroes Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Heroes, Henchrats & Hooligans (Flushed Away) Nov 1, by Fiona Simpson. Paperback. $ $ 1 95 $ Only 1 left in stock order soon. More Buying Choices.

Chapter 6 : Fat Barry | Flushed Away Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 7 : Fiona Simpson | Open Library
Rita Malone is the deuteragonist of Flushed Away. She is Roddy's love interest and later girlfriend. She is voiced by
Kate Winslet, who also portrayed Rose DeWitt Bukater.

Chapter 8 : www.nxgvision.com: Sitemap
Fiction Edit Flushed Away film Edit. Voice Actor: Christopher Knights. Joining the Toad's henchrats, Fat Barry, along
with the others, was presumably kept in the dark about the Toad's plan to eradicate all the citizens of Ratropolis and
repopulate it with his tadpole army.
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Chapter 9 : Flushed away: The Adventure Continues Chapter 3: Babysitting, a flushed away fanfic | FanFic
Fat Barry is one of The Toad's henchrats who appeared as a supporting antagonist in Flushed Away. He was voiced by
Christopher Knights, who also played Thelonious in DreamWorks' Shrek.
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